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a b s t r a c t
Most large software applications rely on an external relational database for storing and
managing persistent data. Typically, such applications interact with the database by
first constructing strings that represent SQL statements, and then submitting these for
execution by the database engine. The fact that these statements are only checked for
correctness at runtime is a source for many potential defects, including type and syntax
errors and vulnerability to injection attacks.
The AraRat system presented here offers a method for dealing with these difficulties
by coercing the host C++ compiler to do the necessary checks of the generated strings. A
library of templates and preprocessor directives is used to embed in C++ a little language
representing an augmented relational algebra formalism. Type checking of this embedded
language, carried out by our template library, assures, at compile-time, the correctness
and safety of the generated SQL strings. All SQL statements constructed by AraRat are
guaranteed to be syntactically correct, and type safe with respect to the database schema.
Moreover, AraRat statically ensures that the generated statements are immune to all
injection attacks.
The standard techniques of ‘‘expression templates’’ and ‘‘compile-time symbolic deriva-
tion’’ for compile-time representation of symbolic structures, are enhanced in our system.
We demonstrate the support of a type system and a symbol table lookup of the symbolic
structure. A key observation of this work is that type equivalence of instantiated nominally
typed generics in C++ (as well as other languages, e.g., Java) is structural rather than nomi-
nal. This makes it possible to embed the structural type system, characteristic to persistent
data management, in the nominal type system of C++.
For someof its advanced features,AraRat relies on two small extensions to the standard
C++ language: the typeof pseudo operator and the __COUNTER__ preprocessor macro.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Much research effort was invested in the search for the holy grail of seamless integration of database processing with
high-level application languages (see, e.g., surveys in [5,4]). Fruits of this quest include e.g., the work on Pascal-R [54], a
persistent (extended) version [2] of C [37], integration [14] of databases into Smalltalk [23], the XJ [29] system integrating
XML with Java [3], and many more.
This problem is important sincemost large software applicationsmake use of a database system. Development resources
are invested in the recalcitrant problem of accessing the database from the high-level language in which the application is
written. The difficulty is that the interaction with a database is carried out in a two step process: First, the application
constructs strings — statements in the database engine control language. Then, these strings are sent for execution by the
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database engine. Those parts in the application which interact with the database can be thought of as programs that do the
non-meager task of composing other programs. An added difficulty with the indirect, meta-programming process is that it
is carried out with no aid of supportive, type-safe language environments and CASE tools.
In this work, we concentrate on the generation of SQL statements from C++ [60] programs. SQL is still the lingua franca of
database processing, with adoptions of the standard [26], in all major database engines including Oracle [38], Microsoft SQL
Server [42], MySQL [69], DB2 [46], and many more. Humans may find many advantages in SQL, including readability, well-
defined expressive syntax, declarative semantics, flexibility, etc. Most of these advantages are lost however when instead
of writing SQL directly, a human is required to write application programs that write SQL. One of the major difficulties
in writing such programs, is that the SQL statements they generate are only checked for correctness at runtime. The logic
of producing correct SQL strings may be complex. Further, coding errors in the process may invite injection attacks which
compromise the safety and integrity of the entire database. These and other difficulties in producing SQL at runtime are
discussed in brief below in Section 3 and in great detail in the literature (see, e.g., [9,17]).
AraRat, the system presented here, employs C++ templates to address the common problem of integrating a database
language into a programming language. Type checking of this embedded language, carried out by our template library,
assures, at compile-time, the correctness and safety of the generated SQL strings. All SQL statements constructed by AraRat
are guaranteed to be syntactically correct, and type safe with respect to the database schema. Moreover, AraRat statically
ensures that the generated statements are immune to all injection attacks.
A library of templates is used to embed in C++ a little language [8] representing a relational algebra formalism. In our
language, C++ operators replace the mathematical operators of relational algebra, e.g., + is union (∪), / is selection (σ ).
Our language augments relational algebra with abbreviated assignments, e.g., +=, and /=. There are two components to the
system: a little language, henceforth called Ara, representing augmented relational algebra and a C++ templates and pre-
processor directives library, nicknamed Rat, which realizes this language as an embedded language in C++. Thus, Rat is the
Ara compiler. Key features of AraRat include: (i) tight integration with the host language using template programming, with
minimal reliance on external tools and non-standard language extensions, (ii) direct reliance on relational algebra, rather
than through SQL. (Some readers may appreciate a measure of elegance in the resulting language.)
We describe techniques for embedding little languages within the C++ language, using the template mechanism and
without modifications to the compiler. Specifically, we describe the integration of the Ara little language that allows the
generation of type safe SQL queries using existing C++ operators. On a broader perspective, our work may be used as a
case study by designers of generic mechanisms in future languages. Hopefully, from our experience language designers may
gain intuition of the different features that generic mechanisms should offer. For example, we believe our work makes part
of the case for including a mechanism for eliciting the type of an expression, such as the typeof operator found in some
contemporary compilers, or, the more advanced proposed additions to the language’s standard.
AraRat also provides support for the task of defining C++ data structures required for storing the results returned by
database queries. The challenge in doing that is significant: the type of a query result is inherently structural in that two
queries returning the same set of fields (i.e., named–typed-columns in a relation) must have the same type, regardless of
the method by which these fields were collected. In contrast, the types found in mainstream application programming
languages are typically nominal: each record type in (say) C++ must be defined and named separately, and once such a
definition is made, no other record type is equivalent to that type, even if it has the same set of fields. To bridge the gap
between the two systems, AraRat relies on the observation that the instantiation of generics in C++ (as it is in many other
nominative programming languages) is structural. We demonstrate how this unique property of generics can be used to
support not only structural equivalence, but also structural subtyping in the nominative type system of C++, that is, we show
how template instantiation can be used to define record types in such a way that each such record type is a subtype of all
record types which contain a subset of its fields.
Use of relational algebra
Historically, SQL emerged from the seminal work of Codd [12] on relational algebra. SQL makes it possible to encode
relational algebra expressions in a syntax which is more readable to humans, and closer to natural language. These
advantages are not as important when the queries are written by an application program; we believe that the less verbose
relational algebra syntax ismore natural and integrates better with imperative languages such as C++whichmake extensive
use of a rich set of operators. The concise and regular syntax of relational algebra allows modular composition of queries,
which is not always possible in SQL.
To appreciate the level of integration of AraRatwith C++, consider the following statement.
dbcon << (EMPLOYEE[SALARY] / (DEPTNUM == 3));
The expression EMPLOYEE[SALARY] projects the EMPLOYEE relation, selecting only the SALARY field. The division operator, ‘‘ /’’,
restricts the projected records to those inwhich DEPTNUM == 3. Finally, the left shift operator, ‘‘ <<’’, sends to the stream dbcon
the resulting SQL statement i.e.,
select SALARY from EMPLOYEE where DEPTNUM = 3;
Moreover, if q is a C++ variable storing a query to a database, writing TUPLE_T(q) r; defines r to be of the type of records
that q returns.
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Fig. 1.1 A LINQ code snippet.
customers.Select(c => new {
c.Name,
TotalOrders = c.Orders.
Where(o => o.OrderDate.Year == year).
Sum(o => o.Total)
});
Comparison with related work
A number of constructs of SQL address some of the difficulties of programmatical composition: a systematic use of
prepared statements adds a layer of safety at the cost of excluding dynamic composition of statements; command parameters
defend against injection attacks, but not against syntax errors arising from dynamical composition of statements. Our focus
here is in more than that: a closer integration, as seamless as possible, of SQL with the host language, an issue which has
engaged the research community for at least a decade.
A first approach to this problem is in processing of embedded SQL statements by a dedicated external preprocessor as
done in e.g., SQLJ [18], SchemeQL [68] and Embedded SQL for C.1 Advantages are in preserving flexibility and power of
both languages. In contrast, this approach does not support very well dynamic generation of statements — all possible SQL
statements must be available to the preprocessor for inspection.
Second, it is possible to use a software library, as done in the SQLDOMsystem [41]whose structure reflects the constraints
which the database schema imposes, and allows production of correct SQL statements only. Such systems trade expressive
power for usability and require the user to use a large schema-specific library, with e.g., a class for each field, a class for each
condition on each field, etc.
Third, in LINQ [44], Xen [45] and the work of Van Wyk, Krishnan, Lijesh, Bodin and Johnson [73] the host language
compiler is modified to support SQL- (or XML-)like syntax. The advantage is the quality of integration, and the minimal
learning curve. An important variation of this approach is offered by Cook and Rai’s work entitled Safe Query Objects [13]
which relies on the reflective features of OpenJava [63] to achieve such syntactical changes and to encode constraints
imposed by the schema. Concerns with this approach include portability, expressive power, and quality of integration of
the foreign syntax with other language features: It is never possible to embed in full a foreign syntax in the host language,
the result being that SQL is changed in many subtle and sometimes not so subtle ways, whereby generating a yet new SQL
variant. Consider for example, the LINQ code snippet in Fig. 1.1which is drawn fromMicrosoft documentation. Despite using
SQL vocabulary (keywords select and where) and functions (Sum), the code in the examplemay need some pondering before
it is revealed that it relies on the non-standard nested relational model. The translation to plain SQL, although guaranteed
to be possible (the nested and the non-nested relational models are known to be equivalent) may not be straightforward.
Worse, although LINQ offers textual resemblance to SQL statements, this resemblance may be misleading, since not all SQL
statements have an equivalent LINQ representation; the programmer thus need to learn a new variant of SQL in order to
use LINQ. In contrast, AraRat is isomorphic to relational algebra, the only differences being operator names and AraRat’s
support for assignment.
Finally, there is the approach of using an external static analyzer that checks that the program only produces correct
SQL statements [28,24,11]. Again, usability is limited by the necessity of invoking an external tool. Also, unlike the other
approaches, this approach does not simplify the engineeringwork of coding the production of SQL queries. Since the analysis
is only partial, it does produce false alarms.
In comparison to these, and thanks to the template-based implementation, AraRat achieves a high level of integration
with the host languagewithout using a software library tailored to the database. In this respect, AraRat is somewhat similar
to the HaskellDB [39] system, an SQL library for Haskell [35]. In HaskellDB, just like in AraRat, columns of a query’s result
are carried in the type of the query, and therefore the support of dynamic queries is limited to changes to the conditions of
the where clause. However, unlike HaskellDB, by relying on C++ AraRat is more accessible to application programmers.
Another issue common to all approaches is the integration of the SQL type systemwith that of the host language. Given a
description of a database schema, which can be obtained using the DB2Ara tool or manually, AraRat automatically defines
a class for each possible fields combination, with a fixed mapping of SQL types to C++ types. Such a class can be used for
data retrieval and manipulation. Also, AraRat allows for a manipulation of SQL query objects at runtime — that is, one can
construct a query object, and then refine the query, without actually executing it (see Fig. 4.3 for an example).
Admittedly, just like many other systems mentioned above, AraRat is language specific. Also, just like other research
systems it is not a full blown database solution. The current implementation demonstrates the ideas with a safe generation
of queries. AraRat extensions for integration of query execution are left for future research, or for a commercialized
implementation. We further admit that unlike LINQ, AraRat is not industrial-strength, e.g., addition of user-defined
functions to the core library is not as smooth as it ought to be, the support of vendor specific SQL dialects is not optimized,
update operations are left for further research, etc.
1 msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/enus/esqlforc/ec_6_epr_01_3m03.asp, 2004.
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We should also mention C++ libraries, including e.g., Ultimate++,2 Terimber,3 Postgress C library,4 IBPP,5 CQL,6 and
SourcePro©-DB7 which provide an extensive set of functions that can be used for the production of SQL. The support for the
generation of SQL statements using these libraries ranges from none to elaborate mechanisms found in Ultimate++ allowing
partial emulation of the SQL syntax with C++ functions calls, as in
SqlSet borrowed = Select(BOOK_ID).From(BORROW_RECORD).Where(IsNull(RETURNED));
However, none of these libraries apply static type checking to the produced SQL statements. On the other hand, these
libraries excel inmany aspects of databasemanagementwhichAraRat neglects, including themanagements of connections,
passwords, transactions, etc.
Environment requirements of AraRat
Portability and simplicity were primary among our design objectives: AraRat minimizes the use of external tools, and
can be used (at its core) with any standard [58] C++ compliant compiler. Formore advanced features, we rely, as described in
Section 6.4, on two small extensions: the typeof operator and the __COUNTER__macro. There is also a pre-processor, DB2Ara,
which translates a database schema into Ara declarations. This process, which can be thought of as writing type definitions
in a header file, is not difficult and can be carried out by hand.
Outline. We start with two preliminary sections: Section 2 discusses the distinction between nominal and structural types
and reviews some techniques of C++ template programming, and then Section 3 motivates this work by explaining some of
the many difficulties raised by the manual process of writing programs that produce SQL statements. The running example
presented in Section 3 is revisited in Section 4, which shows how the same query is expressed in Ara. Section 5 then gives a
high-level description of the entire Ara language. Section 6 describes in greater detail the Rat architecture and the template
programming techniques used there. Section 7 demonstrates how AraRat supports structural equivalence and structural
subtyping in a nominative language. The discussion in Section 8 highlights the advantages and limitations of our solution
and draws some directions for further research.
2. Preliminaries I: Typing and templates
2.1. Nominal vs. structural typing
This section should serve as a reminder of the differences between nominal and structural typing, and explain why we
think of the instantiation of C++ templates as structural even though the language is largely nominal. As it turns out, such a
mixup between the paradigms, is not C++ specific. Indeed, B. Pierce stated that ‘A few nominal languages have been extended
with such ‘‘generic’’ features but the results of such extensions are no longer pure nominal systems, but somewhat complex hybrids
of the two approaches.’’ [51, p. 254].
Our implementation makes an important use of the observation that template instantiation in C++ is structural. (Still,
there are other issues in extending our technique to other programming languages.) Section 2.2 below explains why dealing
with external data requires structural typing, and provides further intuition of the reasons why SQL is structurally typed.
Take note however, that our perspective on the structural typing properties of C++ templates may be objectional to some,
as we shall explain.
A nominal type system, as found e.g., in Pascal [71] dictates that a type is equivalent only to itself, and that subtyping is
explicit rather than implicit. In contrast, in structural type systems, found e.g., inHaskell, type compatibility and equivalence
are determined based on the structure of the type, i.e., two types are considered compatible if they have identical structure.
Fig. 2.1 demonstrates the difference between the two. Fig. 2.1(a) shows a Pascal program fragment, in which the two
types T1 and T2 are distinct, even though they are both arrays of integers whose indices are in the range 1 . . . 100, because
they refer to two distinct type definitions. Thus, variable a1 of type T1 is not assignment compatible with variable b1 of type
T2, even though the two variables have structurally the same type.
For the same reason, variables a2 and b2 are not assignment compatible. The anonymous type of each of these two
vanishes after the variable was declared, and cannot be used after the declaration terminated. (In contrast, variables a3
and b3 refer to the same anonymous type and are therefore assignment compatible with each other.)
Fig. 2.1(b) demonstrates structural typing in C: Although variables a and b are defined in distinct statements, they are
of the same type (an array of 100 elements of type int), and are assignment compatible. The same type also receives the
names T1 and T2 by means of the typedef declarations. But, these type names do not generate new types. All four variables
defined in this short code excerpt, a, b, c1 and c2, have the same exact type and are assignment compatible.
2 http://www.ultimatepp.org.
3 http://www.terimber.com.
4 http://www.postgresql.org/docs/8.1/interactive/libpq.html.
5 http://www.ibpp.org.
6 http://www.cql.com.
7 http://www.roguewave.com/sourcepro/sourcepro.cfm.
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Fig. 2.1 Nominal typing in Pascal (a) vs. structural typing in C (b).
TYPE
T1 = array[1..100] of Integer;
T2 = array[1..100] of Integer; (* incompatible with T1 *)
VAR
a1: T1;
b1: T2; (* incompatible with a1 *)
a2: array[1..100] of Integer;
b2: array[1..100] of Integer; (* incompatible with a2 *)
a3, b3: array[1..100] of Integer; (* a3 and b3 are mutually compatible *)
(a) Nominal typing in Pascal.
int a[100];
int b[100]; /* compatible with a */
typedef int T1[100];
typedef int T2[100]; /* same type as T1 */
T1 c1; /* compatible with a and b */
T2 c2; /* compatible with a, b and c1 */
(b) Structural typing in C.
Fig. 2.2 Non-equivalent struct types in C.
struct {
int id;
char* name;
} p1;
struct {
int id;
char* name;
} p2;
Unlike arrays, pointers, and other C type constructors which are structurally typed, equivalence of aggregate type
constructors, that is struct and union types in C is determined nominally, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.2. Each of the variables p1
and p2 in the figure refers to its own anonymous type which is discarded after the variables are defined.
Nominal typing of aggregate types carries through from C to C++’s class type constructor. Moreover, subtyping of class
types is nominal rather than structural; one class is a subtype of another only if it is declared as such. Such a declaration
also dictates that the set of members of the subtype is a super set of the set of members of the supertype. In contrast, in
structural typing system, a type is a super type of another if every member found in the former is also found in the latter.
Although type names play a less crucial role in structural type systems, such systems usually allow naming types; for
example, the following defines two named types whose equivalence is structural.
typedef void(*g)(int a, int b);
typedef void(*f)(int i, int j);
The structural equivalence implies that a value of type fmay be assigned to a variable of type g.
2.2. Structural typing in SQL
The many advantages of nominal type systems (see e.g., [40,51] for a discussion of the relative merits of the two
approaches), make these the rule in mainstream programming languages, including Java, C# [30], Smalltalk, and C++
(aggregate types). However, there is one crucial point in which nominal type systems fail, that is, the interaction with
external data: Data stored on permanent storage, data received from communication lines, and all other external data cannot
be nominally typed, since all nominal types declared within a program vanish when the program terminates. Nominal
types defined in distinct programs are necessarily distinct, and therefore data serving for program communication must
be structurally typed.
As SQL deals with permanent data, it must therefore be structurally typed. Other reasons for adopting this typing rule
include: the reliance on relational algebra, which is structural in its essence, and the need to apply a union of tables of the
same structure generated by different sequence of operations.
A fundamental rule of SQL is that two tables are mutually compatible if they have the same set of fields. This rule applies
not only to the basic relations as they are found in the database but also to interim relations obtained in the course of
computing queries: a union (say) of two subqueries is possible if they both contain the same set of fields. The difficulty that
AraRat faces is in using the nominal type system,with types particular to the programs they are defined in, formanipulating
external data which was not created using these types.
What made AraRat possible is the observation that template instantiations (just as arrays) are structurally typed in the
following sense. If Stack is a C++ template taking a single type parameter, then variables a and b defined by
Stack<int> a;
Stack<int> b;
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Fig. 2.3 Computing factorials at compile-time with C++ templates.
1 template<int N>
2 class factorial {
3 public: enum {result = N*factorial<N-1>::result} };
4 };
6 class factorial<1> {
7 public: enum {result = 1};
8 };
are compatible.
As shall be explained below, the compatibility of variables x and y defined by
DEF_V(x, DIVISION*DEPARTMENT); // Variable x has the type of the join of two relations.
DEF_V(y, DEPARTMENT*DIVISION); // Variable y has the type of the same join, but in opposite order.
is achieved by using two structurally identical sequences of template instantiations, that generate the same type. (Themacro
DEF_V(v, E) defines a variable vwhose type is the same as that of relational expression E).
The single instantiation rule. Consider again an example such as
Stack<int> a;
Stack<int> b;
The fact that a and b are of the same type can be explained not by structural equivalence of template instantiation, but rather
by what is known as the ‘‘single instantiation rule’’ (whichmay be thought of as lazy evaluation of type functions). From this
perspective, only the first occurrence of Stack<int> leads to the generation of a new type. All subsequent occurrences refer
to exactly that type. Further, the fact that a and b are of the same type is explained by the compiler fetching the mangled
name of that type from its symbol table, rather than by taking its structure into account. Thus, by this perspective we do not
have structural typing at all in template instantiation, but rather a single type, with a single name, which is referenced from
different code locations. In the example above, this name is Stack<int>, or whatever mangled name the compiler chooses
to call it.
Issues with this alternative perspective may be the perceived promotion of mangling, an internal compilation strategy,
into the language type system, and the fact that type equivalence occurs even when there is no instantiation at all, as in
Stack<int> *p; // No instantiation of Stack<int> is required here,
Stack<int> *q; // neither here.
// ...
p = q; // p and q are compatible
Another concern is that identical instantiations of a template in distinct compilation units may still generate distinct, yet
identical types in some compilers.8
Note that structural typing of template instantiation is in accordance with C++’s ‘‘single instantiation rule’’. Without
structural typing, multiple instantiations of a class template with the same arguments, would have always resulted in
multiple copies of that class in the generated binary. If this was the case, the acute code bloat problem due to template
instantiation, could not be solved by clever techniques such as those described by B. Stroustrup in chapters 15.6.3 and 15.10.4
of the ‘‘TheDesign and Evolution of C++’’ [59]. Still, structural equivalence of generic instantiation is found in other nominally
typed languages in which the problem of code bloat is minimal (e.g., C#) or non-existent (e.g., Java).
2.3. Programming with C++ templates
C++ templates were initially designed for generic data structures and algorithms, as used in STL [52]. The community,
however, has observed that this language mechanism is powerful enough to serve many other tasks. This section reviews
some of the techniques of template programming, giving the intuition why templates can be used to encode all algorithms,
and how this encodingmay be achieved. Readerswho are familiarwith template programming techniquesmay skip forward
to Section 3.
Fig. 2.3 shows a simple example which, relying on integer constant parameters to templates, computes factorials at
compile-time.
The first template in the figure makes the recursive definition. The template specialization (lines 6–8) is the recursion
base. The figure thus demonstrates two important techniques of template programming: using recursive calls for iteration
and specialization for conditions. Together, the two techniques make C++ templates (unlike Java generics) Turing complete
(see e.g., [10] and Gutterman’s [27] emulation of two-stacks Turing machine with templates). Turing completeness means
that there exists a C++ templates implementation of any algorithm that can be implemented in (say) C++. Deriving this
implementation is sometimes difficult; the literature offers many techniques for making this task easier.
8 See for example, Marshall Cline famous C++ FAQ, questions 35.13, 35.15.
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Fig. 2.4 Implementing a list of types data structure with templates.
template<typename First, typename Rest>
class Cons { // Generate a list whose first element is First while the remaining elements are Rest.
public:
typedef First CAR; // Use a LISP like notation,
typedef Rest CDR; // also for the CDR component.
};
A basic technique is of using templates to represent data structures. Fig. 2.4 for example shows how typedef instructions
inside a class make it possible for one type to store what can be thought of as ‘‘pointer’’ to another type.
The template Cons in the figure demonstrates how Lisp-like lists can be implemented. Recursive, Lisp-like processing
of lists, lists-of-lists, is common in the field of template programming, with the recursion being realized by template
specialization, (much as in Fig. 2.3). The generalization of lists to trees of types, lookup-tables and other advanced data
structures, is not difficult and has become part of the tools of the trade. There is even a library of data structures and
algorithms, Boost MPL,9 which manipulates types at compile-time much like STL manipulates data at runtime. Boost even
includes an implementation of unnamed functions, in the form of λ-expressions [32].
An important technique, to which we will refer later, is the standard encoding of symbolic expressions as types e.g., for
symbolic derivation (SEMT [20]) or for emitting efficient code after gathering all operations applicable to a large vector [67].
Three principles are applied by such an encoding:
(i) Literals are encoded either as simple types, or as templates receiving the literal value.
class EMPTY_SET { // the ∅ literal, used e.g., in set-theoretical symbolic expressions.
};
template<int N> class NUMBER { // an integral value, used e.g., in arithmetical symbolic expressions.
public: enum {value = N};
};
template<char C> class VARIABLE { // a symbolic variable, denoted by character C
public: enum {name = C};
};
(ii) An n-ary operator is encoded by a template taking n-arguments. For example, binary addition operatormay be encoded
by
template<typename L, typename R> class PLUS {
public: typedef L left; typedef R right;
};
(iii) The type encoding of a non-atomic symbolic expression is defined recursively as follows. Apply the template of the top
most operator, to the types of the arguments of this operator. So, the type encoding of e1+ e2, is PLUS<T1,T2>where T1
is type encoding of e1 and T2 is the type encoding of e2.
At a later point in time, but still at compile-time, this type structure can be processed, often by a recursive traversal, to
generate other compile time structures, or to generate actual code.
Some of the diverse applications in which template programming is used include dimensional analysis [65], a solution
of the co-variance problem [61], and even for implementing a framework for aspect oriented programming [74]. Czarnecki
and Eisenecker, in their work on application of template programming [15], marked the emergence of an important research
trend on generative programming [7,50,36,22]. Rat uses many of the techniques developed in this research, including
methods for different overloading of the same operator for different sets of types, traits [48], etc.
Most of the AraRat’s work is carried out by the C++ compiler itself, which is driven by template programming to make
sure that the compiled program will generate at runtime only correct and safe SQL. Our implementation started from the
established techniques of template programming [15,1], and extended these to meet the challenges of realizing a little
language. For example, the techniques for producing (relatively) meaningful and short compilation errors in response for
errors in use of the template library are borrowed from [43,55].
Rat representation of relational algebra expressions is hybrid, straddling the compile-time and runtime worlds. The C++
type of an Ara expression reflects the schema of the associated query, allowing type checking the query at compile-time,
while the actual evaluation procedure, that is, the Abstract Syntax Tree of the query, is represented as a runtime value. This
hybrid representation allows repeated assignment of different queries that share the same result schema, to a single C++
variable, whose type encodes that schema. The compile-time encoding of the result schema is used for generation of a data
type for the query result, which represents a single row in the result relation.
This paper shows that the C++ template mechanism is rich enough to support the complex algorithms required for this
task. Note that there are several previous examples of embedding a little language in C++, including e.g., the Boost Spirit
9 www.boost.org/libs/mpl/doc/index.html, July 2002.
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Table 1
A database schema, to be used as running example.
Relation Fields
EMPLOYEE ID(int), DEPTNUM(smallint), FIRST_N(varchar),
LAST_N(varchar), SALARY(double), LOCATION(varchar)
DEPARTMENT ID(smallint), MANAGER(int), DESC(varchar), DI-
VNUM(smallint)
DIVISION DIVNUM(smallint), CITY(varchar)
Fig. 3.1 Function returning an erroneous SQL query string.
1 const char* get_employees(int dept, char* first) {
2 bool first_cond = true;
3 string& s = *new string(
4 "SELECT FIRST_N, LAST_N FROM EMPLOYES "
5 );
6 if (dept > 0) { // valid department number
7 s.append( "WHERE DEPTNUM = ’");
8 s.append(itoa(dept));
9 s.append("’");
10 first_cond = false;
11 }
12 if (first == null)
13 return s.c_str();
15 if (first_cond)
16 s.append("WHERE ");
17 else
18 s.append("AND");
19 s.append("FIRST_N= ’");
20 s.append(first);
21 s.append("’");
23 return s.c_str();
24 }
library10 in which BNF syntax is embedded within C++, while the compiler, as part of the compilation process generates an
LL parser for the given syntax. Our system differs from this (and other such examples) in that the type system of Boost Spirit
is degenerate in the sense that it has a fixed small set of types: grammars, actors, closures, etc. All symbols in a BNF belong
to a single type. In contrast, AraRat features a multi-sorted type system, allowing two queries to be combined only if they
are compatible.
A specific challenge in this management is that the type system of queries is structural rather than nominal. The
observation thatmade it possible tomeet this challenge is that instantiations of generic classes obeys structural equivalence
rules, even in nominally typed languages.We further demonstrate that non-trivial symbol tablemanagement, can be carried
out as part of template based computation.
3. Preliminaries II: Problem definition
This section motivates our work by demonstrating the intricacies of the existing string based database access from C++.
Table 1 introduces a database schema that will be used as a running example throughout the paper.
There are three relations in this database, representing employees, departments and divisions. Field DEPTNUM is used in
relation EMPLOYEE as a foreign key for referencing relation DEPARTMENT, i.e., a typical join operation of EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT
will involve renaming of field ID in DEPARTMENT to DEPTNUM. For simplicity, we used field DIVNUM both as a primary key in the
third relation and a foreign key in the second one. Also, field MANAGER in DEPARTMENT denotes the employee number of the
manager of this organizational unit.
Observe that field ID has type int in EMPLOYEE and type smallint in DEPARTMENT. The AraRat type manager supports this.
Fig. 3.1 shows a simple C++ function that might be used in an application that uses the database described in Table 1.
Function get_employees receives an integer dept and a string first, and returns an SQL statement in string format that
evaluates to the set of all employees who work in department dept bearing the first name first.
10 spirit.sourceforge.net/.
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The function presented in the figure also takes care of the special cases that first is null or dept is not a valid department
number.
Note that this is only a small example. In a typical database application, there are many similar functions that are often
much more complex. Furthermore, every change to the application functionality will necessarily result in change to those
functions’ logic.
Further scrutiny of the body of get_employees reveals more errors and problems:
(i) Misspelled name. A typo lurks in line 4, by which EMPLOYES is used (instead of EMPLOYEE) for the table name. This typo
will go undetected by the compiler.
(ii) Syntax error. There is no space after the AND keyword in line 18, and thus, if both parameters are non-null, the produced
statement is syntactically incorrect.
(iii) Typemismatch. The SQL data type of DEPTNUM column is smallint, while the corresponding input parameter is of type int.
Such errors might result in unexpected behavior. The source of this kind of problem, which is sometimes called in the
literature impedance mismatch [72], an inherent problem of integrating database engines and programming languages.
One aspect of the difficulty is that the type systems of the underlying programming language (C++ in this case) and the
database language (SQL) are distinct – one may even say, foreign to each other – and thus very little checking can be
done at the junction of the two languages.
(iv) Security vulnerability. The code is vulnerable to SQL script injection attacks [31] as, amalicious user can construct a value
of the first parameter that executes unexpected statement that harms the database.
(v) Code coverage. Every SQL statement in the code should be executed during testing to validate its correctness. Providing
a full code coverage of all execution paths is a demanding task.
(vi) Maintenance cost. The database structure must be kept in sync with the source code. Changes to the database schema
might require changes to the SQL queries in the application, which makes the maintenance of the code base harder.
Which of these problems are solved by AraRat? First, name misspelling will result in compile-time error (we do
assume that the database schema was fed correctly into the system). Other syntax errors will be caught even without this
assumption. Also, Rat takes care of the correct conversion of C++ literals and values to SQL.
Strings generated by AraRat are immune to injection attacks. Rat defense against injection attack is twofold: (i) For non-
string types, RAT and the C++ type system prevent such attacks. Consider e.g., a query generated by the following simple
C++ code:
char *makeSelectUserQuery(char *name, char *pin) {
char* result = (char*)malloc(1000 + strlen(name) + strlen(pin));
sprintf(result, "select * from users where name=’%s’ and pin=%s", name,pin);
return result;
}
This simple function is vulnerable to attacks inwhich amalicious user supplies the string ‘‘1 or 1=1’’ (without the quotes)
into variable $pin. This injected value becomes part of the generated SQL statement,
select * from users where name=’administrator’ and pin=1 or 1=1
i.e., the filter becomes a tautology. These kinds of attacks are not possiblewithAraRat, since pinmust be an integer. (ii) Rat’s
protection against injections into string variables, e.g., into variable name in the above example, is carried out at runtime. As
we shall see Fig. 5.2, Ara allows user string variables only as part of scalar expressions, used for either making a selection
condition, or for defining new field values. Therefore, Rat’s runtime can, and indeed does, validate the contents of string
variables, escaping as necessary all characters thatmight interferewith the correct structure of the generated SQL statement.
Themaintenance cost is minimized by AraRat. A change to the scheme requires a re-run of the DB2Ara tool (or amanual
production of its output), but after this is done, mismatches of the generated SQL to the schema are flaggedwith compilation
errors.
4. Relational algebra queries
An Ara programmer wishing to execute a database querymust create first a query object, encoding both the specification
of the query and the schema of its result. The query object can then be used for executing the query, defining variables for
storing its result, and for other purposes.
Just like all C++ objects, query objects have two main properties:
(i) Type. The type of a query object encodes in it the schema of the result of the query. The Rat library computes at compile-
time the data type of each tuple in the result. If two distinct queries return the same set of fields, then the two query
objects representing these queries will encode in them the same result type.
(ii) Content. The content of a query object, which is computed at runtime by the Rat library, is an abstract encoding of
the procedure by which the query might be executed. All query objects have an asSQL()method which translates this
abstract encoding into a stringwith the SQL statementwhich can be used to execute the query. Also, query objects have a
conversion operator to string, that invokes asSQL(), so query objects can be used anywhere a value of type const char *
can be used.
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Fig. 4.1Writing a simple relational algebra expression in Ara.
1 #include "rat" // Global RAT declarations and macros
2 #include "employees.h"
3 // Primitive query objects and scheme of the EMPLOYEE database
5 DEF_F(FULL_N);
6 DEF_F(EID); // Define field names which were not defined in the input scheme
8 int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
9 const char *s = (
10 (EMPLOYEE / (DEPTNUM > 3 && SALARY <= 100000)) // Selection of a tuple subset
11 [
12 FIRST_N, LAST_N,
13 FULL_N(cat(LAST_N,", ", FIRST_N)),
14 EID(ID)
15 ]
16 ).asSQL();
17 // ... execute the SQL query in s using e.g., ADO.
18 return 0;
19 }
The DB2Ara pre-processor tool generates a primitive query object for each of the relations in the input database. The
content of each primitive query object is an encoding of the pseudo-code instruction: ‘‘return all fields of the relation’’. In
the running example, header file employees.h defines three such primitives: EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT and DIVISION. Thus, the
C++ expression EMPLOYEE.asSQL() (for example) will return the SQL statement select * from EMPLOYEE;
A programmer may compose more interesting query objects out of the primitives. For this composition, the Rat library
provides a number of functions and overloaded operators. Each of the relational algebra operators has a C++ counterpart. It
is thus possible to write expressions of relational algebra, almost verbatim, in C++.
4.1. Composing query objects
Fig. 4.1 shows a C++ program demonstrating how a compound query object is put together in Ara. This query object is
then converted to an SQL statement ready for execution.
In lines 10–15 of this figure, a compound query object is generated in two steps:
– First (line 10), the expression EMPLOYEE / (DEPTNUM > 3 && SALARY <= 100000 ) evaluates to the query object
representing a selection of these tuples of relation EMPLOYEE in which DEPTNUM is greater than 3 and SALARY is no greater
than $100,000.
The syntax is straightforward: the selection criterion is written as a C++ boolean expression, and operator / is used
for applying this criterion to EMPLOYEE.
– In lines 11–15 an array access operation, i.e., operator [], is employed to project these tuples into a relation schema
consisting of four fields: FIRST_N, LAST_N, FULL_N (computed from FIRST_N and LAST_N), and EID (which is just field ID
renamed).
Note that the AraRat expression cat(LAST_N,", ", FIRST_N) produces a new (anonymous) field whose content is
computed by concatenating three strings. The function call operator is then used to associate field name FULL_Nwith the
result of this computation. Similarly, expression EID(ID) uses this operator for field renaming.
After this query object is created, its function member asSQL() is invoked (in line 16) to convert it into an equivalent SQL
statement ready for execution:
select
FIRST_N, LAST_N,
concat(LAST_N,", ", FIRST_N ) as FULL_N,
ID as EID
from EMPLOYEE where DEPTNUM > 3 and SALARY <= 100000;
This statement is assigned, as a string, to variable s.
As we saw, the usual C++ operators including comparisons and logical operators may be used in selection condition and
in making the new fields. Table 2 summarizes the Ara equivalents of the main operators of relational algebra.
As can be seen in the table, the operators of relational algebra can be written in C++, using either a global function, a
member function, or (if the user so chooses) with an intrinsic C++ (overloaded) operator: selection in relational algebra
is represented by operator /, projection by operator [], union by operator +, difference by operator -, natural join by
operator *, left join by operator <<, right join by operator >>, and renaming by the function call operator operator ().
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Table 2
Ara equivalents of relational algebra operators.
Relational algebra operator Ara operator Ara function SQL equivalent
Selection σcR R/c select(R,c)
R.select(c)
select *
from R
where c
Projection pif1,f2R R[f1 ,f2] project(R,(f 1,f 2))
R.project((f 1,f 2))
select f1,f2
from R
Union R1∪R2 R1+R2 union(R1,R2)
R1.union(R2)
R1 union R2
Difference R1\R2 R1-R2 subtract(R1,R2)
R1.subtract(R2)
R1 - R2
(natural) join R1 FG R2 R1*R2 join(R1,R2)
R1.join(R2)
R1 join R2
Left join R1 =× R2 R1«R2 left_join(R1,R2)
R1.left_join(R2)
R1 left
join R2
Right join R1×= R2 R1»R2 right_join(R1,R2)
R1.right_join(R2)
R1 right
join R2
Rename ρa/bR b(a) rename(a,b)
a.rename(b)
a as b
Fig. 4.2 Three alternative C++ expressions to compute a query object that, when evaluated, finds themanagers of department
in divisions located in the city of Haifa: using (a) overloaded operators (b) global functions, and (c) member functions.
(
(DIVISION * DEPARTMENT)
/
(CITY == "Haifa")
)
[MANAGER]
(a) Operator overloading version.
project(
select(
join(DIVISION,DEPARTMENT),
(CITY == "Haifa")
),MANAGER)
(b) Global functions version.
DIVISION
.join(DEPARTMENT)
.select(CITY == "Haifa")
.project(MANAGER)
(c) Member functions version.
Ara does not directly support Cartesian product. Since the join of two relations with no common fields is their cross
product, this operation can be emulated (if necessary) by appropriate field renaming followed by a join.
The translation of any relational algebra expression into C++ is quite straightforward. Fig. 4.2 shows how a query object
for finding themanagers of departments of divisions in the city of Haifa can be generated using overloaded operators, global
functions and member functions.
The composition of query objects with Rat is type safe — an attempt to generate illegal queries will result in a compile-
time error. Thus, expressions q1+q2 and q1-q2 will fail to compile unless q1 and q2 are query objects with the same set of
fields. Similarly, it is illegal to project onto fields that do not exist in the relation, or select upon conditions that include such
fields.
4.2. Storing query objects in variables
A single C++ statement was used in Fig. 4.1 to generate the desired query object. But, as can be seen in this example, as
well as in Fig. 4.2, a single C++ expression for generating a complex query objects might be a bit cumbersome. Moreover,
there are cases in which a query objectmust be created incrementally.
For the purpose of creating a query object in several steps, Rat makes it possible to record intermediate objects in
variables. In this recording, it is important to remember the significance of types: A query object can be assigned to a variable
only if the type of this variable represents the same type of results as the query object.
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Fig. 4.3 A rewrite of function get_employees (Fig. 3.1) using AraRat.
1 const char* get_employees(short dept, char* first) {
2 DEF_V(e,EMPLOYEE);
3 if (first != null)
4 e /= (FIRST_N == first);
5 if (dept > 0)
6 e /= (DEPTNUM == dept);
7 return e[FIRST_N,LAST_N].asSQL();
8 }
Fig. 4.4 Using AraRat to find the names of employees who earn more than their managers.
1 DEF_F(M_SALARY);
3 const char* anomalous() {
4 DEF_V(e, (EMPLOYEE * DEPARTMENT[DEPTNUM(ID),MANAGER]));
5 DEF_V(m, EMPLOYEE[MANAGER(ID),M_SALARY(SALARY)]);
6 return ((e*m)[FIRST_N,LAST_N] / (SALARY > M_SALARY)).asSQL();
7 }
Fig. 4.3 makes use of query variables assignment to recode our motivating example, Fig. 3.1, in Rat. Line 2 defines
variable ewhich is initialized to the EMPLOYEE primitive query object. This line uses the macro DEF_V, defined as
#define DEF_V(var_name, exp) typeof(exp) var_name = exp}
to record both type and content of EMPLOYEE into variable e. Note that the second parameter to the macro is used twice: first
for setting the type of the newvariable bymeans of Gnu C++ [19] operator typeof, and again, to initialize this variable. Hence,
variable e can represent queries that return a relation with the same fields as EMPLOYEE. Initially, the evaluation procedure
stored in this variable is an abstract encoding of the instruction to take all tuples of EMPLOYEE, but lines 3–6 modify it to
specify a refined selection condition as dictated by get_employees’s parameters.
To complete the generation of the query object, we should evaluate e[FIRST_N,LAST_N] representing the step of
eliminating all fields but FIRST_N and LAST_N. Obviously, the type of this expression is not the same as the type of e. The
expression on Line 7 creates a temporary value whose type reflects the structure of the query result.
Note that the example uses the abbreviated assignment operator (operator /=) to modify the query variable e. This
operator, that may be thought of as an extension of relational algebra, is legal, since selection does not change the type
of the result. Similarly, Rat offers abbreviated assignment operators for union and subtraction, so that expressions such
as e1+=e2 or e2-=e1 are legal whenever the type of result of e1 and e2 is the same.
The example uses method asSQL() of the query object to get an SQL statement representing the query. Another piece of
information that can be obtained from a query object is the tuple type, a class that can store one tuple of the result relation.
Given a query object e, the following defines an array of pointers to object of e tuple type class, ready for storing the result
of the query.
TUPLE_T(e) **result = new TUPLE_T(e)*[db.result_size()];
4.3. An elaborate example
Finally, we show a simple program to compute the names of employees who earn more than their managers. (This
example was used e.g., in the work on Safe Query Objects [13].) The code could have been written as a single expression of
relational algebra. Instead, Fig. 4.4 shows the computation in three stages.
Line 4 demonstrates how renaming is used to prepare the field names in a relation for a join operation: field ID in
DEPARTMENT is renamed to DEPTNUM so that the subsequent join operation will yield the manager number of each employee.
(Note that
EMPLOYEE * DEPARTMENT[DEPTNUM(ID),MANAGER]
demonstrates how the common SQL phrase ‘‘T1 join T2 on T1.f1 = T2.f2’’ is written usingAraRat. A three-argument function
joinOn that does the same, but without explicitly naming all fields, is a feasible addition to AraRat.)
Then, in line 5 we rename the fields in relation EMPLOYEE so that they can be used as descriptives of managers. Finally,
line 6 does another join, to determine manager’s salary, projection of the desired fields, and then a selection of employees
who earn more than their managers.
Observe that many non-useful fields are live in intermediate steps of the computation of Fig. 4.4. For example, after
line 4, the query variable e contains all EMPLOYEE fields, some of which, as LOCATION, are not used in the next steps of the
query construction. No efficiency concern is to be made here: the computation is of a query, rather that on its result. Only
the final result is submitted to optimized execution by the database engine.
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Fig. 5.1 The grammar of Ara. Part I: schema definition.
Definition ::=DEF_F(Field) | DEF_V(Var,Exp) | DEF_R(Relation,(Schema))
Schema ::=Field/Type [,Schema]
Type ::=INT | SMALLINT | BOOL | STRING | . . .
Fig. 5.2 The grammar of Ara. Part II: statements.
Statement ::=Exp; | Var+=Exp; | Var-=Exp; | Var/=Cond;
Exp ::=Var | Relation | Exp+Exp | Exp-Exp | Exp*Exp
| Exp«Exp | Exp»Exp | Exp/Cond | Exp[Vocabulary]
Cond ::=Scalar
Scalar ::=C++ variable | C++ literal | Field
| Scalar && Scalar | Scalar || Scalar | !Scalar
| Scalar + Scalar | Scalar * Scalar | -Scalar
| Scalar > Scalar | sin(Scalar) | cat(Scalar,Scalar)
Vocabulary ::=FieldOptInit [,Vocabulary]
FieldOptInit ::=Field | Field(Scalar)
Terminals include Relation, Field and Varwhich are C++ identifiers, respectively representing a name of a relation in the data base, a field name, and a variable storing
a query object.
5. The Ara little language
Having seen a number of examples, it is time for a more systematic description. Instead of a software manual, we use a
language metaphor to explain how the AraRat system works: the user is expected to think of the system as an extension
of the C++ programming language with a new little language, Ara, designed for composing SQL queries. Ara augments
the mathematical formalism of relational algebra with features designed to enhance usability, and for integration with the
host programming language. This section first describes the grammar and then highlights some of the semantics of this
little language. The next section describes the techniques we used for realizing the grammar and the semantics within the
framework of C++ templates, and hints how these techniques might be used for realizing other little languages.
5.1. Syntax
Ara extends C++ to allow a programmer to include any number of Ara definitions and statements within the code. The
BNF grammar of definitions is given in Fig. 5.1.
The first line of the figure indicates that there are three kinds of definitions:
(i) Field definitions are used to define the field label space of relational algebra. Each field name must be defined precisely
once. For example, the following defines the two fields names used in the last relation of our running example (Table 1).
DEF_F(DIVNUM); DEF_F(CITY);
Field names are untyped until bound to a relation.
(ii) Relation definitions, which are similar to SQL’s Data Definition Language (DDL) statements, are used for specifying a
database schema, by declaring relation names and the list of field-type pairs included in each. For example, the schema
of the last relation of our running example, is specified by DEF_R(DIVISION, (DIVNUM/SMALLINT,CITY/STRING)) (Such
definitions are normally generated by the DB2Ara tool but evidently can be easily produced by hand.)
(iii) Variable definitions, made with the help of a DEF_V call, create a new C++ variable initialized to a relational algebra
expression Exp. The full syntax of such expressions is given in Fig. 5.2, but any relation defined by DEF_R is also an
expression. The statement DEF_V(e,EMPLOYEE) in Fig. 4.3 thus defines e to the (trivial) relational algebra expression
EMPLOYEE. Variable definition encodes in the type of variable the set of accessible fields in the expression.
Fig. 5.2 gives a (partial) syntax of Ara statements.
The most important non-terminal in the grammar is Exp, which denotes a relational algebra expression obtained by
applying relational algebra operators to atomic relations. An Exp can be used from C++ in two main ways: first, such an
expression responds to an asSQL()method; second, any such expression can be passed to the TUPLE_Tmacro, which returns
a record, a class that has nomethods and that has all of its fields as public [21], containing all accessible fields in this relation.
An Expmay involve (i) relations of the database, (ii) C++ variables storing other Exps, or (iii) field names. All three must
be previously defined.
AnAra statement can be used anywhere a C++ statement is legal. It can be an Exp, or itmaymodify a C++ variable (defined
earlier by a DEF_V) by applying to it the union or subtraction operators of relational algebra. Similarly, a statementmay apply
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Fig. 5.3 Some semantic checks applied by Rat.
(i) In union e1+e2, and in subtraction e1-e2, the sets of fields of e1 and e2must be the same.
(ii) In e1+e2, e1-e2, e1*e2, e1<<e2 and e1>>e2, if a field is defined in e1with type τ , then either this field is not defined in e2,
or it is defined there with the same type τ .
(iii) In a selection, e/c, expression c is a properly valid expression of boolean type.
(iv) There exists an evaluation sequence for a vocabulary, i.e., the initializing expression of any initialized field does not
depend, directly or indirectly on the field itself.
(v) In using a Vocabulary in a projection it is required that
(a) all initialized fields are not found in the symbol table of the projected relation;
(b) all uninitialized fields exist in this symbol table;
(c) If an initializing expression uses a field that does not occur in the vocabulary, then this field exists in the projected
relation.
a selection operator to a variable based on a condition Cond. It is not possible to use the join and projection operators to
change a variable in this fashion, since these operators change the list of accessible fields, and hence require also a change
to the variable type.
An Exp is composed by applying relational algebra operators, union, subtraction, selection, projection and the three
varieties of join to atomic expressions. Atomic expressions are either a C++ variable defined by DEF_V or a relation defined by
DEF_R. An Expmay appear anywhere a C++ expressionmay appear, but it is used typically as receiver of an asSQL()message,
which translates the expression to SQL.
Cond is a Scalar expression which evaluates to an SQL truth value. The type system of Ara is similar to that of SQL, i.e., a
host of primitive scalar types, including booleans, strings, integers, and no compound types. Scalar expressions of Aramust
take one of these types. They are composed from C++ literals, C++ variables (whichmust be of one of the C++ primitive types
or a ‘‘char *’’), or Rat fields. Many logical, arithmetical and builtin functions can be used to build scalar expressions. Only a
handful of these are presented in Fig. 5.2.
Finally, note that the projection operation (operator []) involves a Vocabulary, which is more general than a simple list
of field names. As in SQL, Ara allows the programmer to define and compute new field names in the course of a projection.
Accordingly, a Vocabulary is a list of both uninitialized and initialized fields. An uninitialized field is simply a field name
while an initialized field is a renamed field or more generally, a field initialized by a scalar expression.
5.2. Semantics
Ratdefines numerous semantic checks on theAra little language. Failure in these triggers an appropriate C++ compilation
error. In particular, Rat applies symbol table lookups and type checking on every scalar expression.
For example, in a selection e/c expression, Ratmakes sure that every field name used in the scalar expression c exists in
the symbol table of e; Rat then fetches the type of these fields, and applies full type checking of c, i.e., that the type signature
of each operator matches the type of its operands; finally, if c’s type is not boolean, then the selection is invalid.
Other checks are shown in Fig. 5.3.
6. System architecture
The Ara little language is implemented solely with the C++ template mechanism, and without modifications to the
compiler of the host language, nor with additional pre- or post-processing stages. This section explains how this is done. In
Section 6.1,we explain the general technique of representing the executional aspects of an expression of relational algebra as
a C++ runtime value, without compromising type safety. Section 6.2 then discusses some of themain components of the Rat
architecture. Section 6.3 demonstrates the technique, showing how these components cooperate to achieve compile-time
assurance that only boolean expressions are used for selection. Finally, Section 6.4 discusses the two compiler extensions
that Rat uses.
6.1. Combining compile-time and runtime representations
As explained above, query objects do not use the standard representation of symbolic expressions as types (described in
Section 2.3) for representing the expressions of relational algebra. This technique is however used for the representation of
boolean and arithmetical expressions used in selection and in defining new fields.
Table 3 compares the compiler architecture (so to speak) of Ratwith that of the expression templates library and SEMT.
(Table rows represent compilers’ main stages.)
It is an inherent property of template-based language implementation that the lexical analysis is carried out by host
compiler. Similarly, since no changes to the host compiler are allowed, the syntax of the little language is essentially also
that of C++, although both expression templates and Ara make extensive use of operator overloading to give a different
semantics to the host syntax to match the application needs.
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Table 3
Realizing compiler stages with template libraries.
Compiler Stage Expression Templates [67] / SEMT [20] Rat
Lexical Analysis C++ Compiler C++ Compiler
Parsing C++ Compiler C++ Compiler
Type Checking Single-sorted Template Engine
Code Generation Template Engine Program runtime
Fig. 6.1 A re-implementation of function get_employees (Fig. 4.3) in which selection is applied after projection.
1 const char* get_employees(short dept, char* first) {
2 DEF_V(e,EMPLOYEE[FIRST_N,LAST_N]);
3 if (first != null) e /= (FIRST_N == first);
4 if (dept > 0) e /= (DEPTNUM == dept);
5 return e.asSQL();
6 }
Themain objective of expression templates and SEMT is runtime efficiency. Accordingly, the type system in these is single-
sorted, and code is generated at compile-timeby the template engine. Conversely,Ara is designed tomaximize compile-time
safety, and includes it own type- and semantic-rules, aswas described in Section 5.2.Arahas amulti-sorted type system, and
non-trivial semantic rules, which are all applied at the time the host C++ language is compiled. This design leads to the delay
of code generation (production of the desired SQL statement) to runtime. An advantage of this delay is that the same code
fragment may generate many different statements, depending on runtime circumstances, e.g., it may use C++ parameters.
To make this possible, the structure of a scalar expression is stored as a runtime value. Types (which can be thought of as
compile-time values) are used for recording auxiliary essential information, such as the list of symbolswhich this expression
uses. These symbols are bound later (but still at compile-time) to the data type dictionary of the input schema.
This technique (together with the delayed execution semantics of query objects) makes it possible to use the same field
name, possibly with distinct types, in different tables. But, the main reason we chose this strategy is to allow assignments
as e /= (DEPTNUM == dept); (line 6 of Fig. 4.3), which would have been impossible if the type of e reflected the Abstract
Syntax Tree of the query rather than the result type of the query.
Curiously, this technique supports what may seem paradoxical at first sight: a selection based on fields that were
projected out, making it possible to rewrite Fig. 4.3 as Fig. 6.1.
Observe that in line 4 we apply a selection criterion which depends on field DEPTNUM, which was projected out in line 2.
This is possible since the type of each query entity encodes two lists:
(i) Active fields. This is a list with names and types of all fields in the tuples computed by evaluating the query; and
(ii) Symbol table. This includes the list of all fields against which a selection criterion may be applied. In particular, this list
includes, in addition to the active fields, fields which were projected out.
Comment. This crisp distinction between runtime and compile-time representation does not apply (in our current
implementation of Rat) to scalar expressions. Consequently, it is not possible to define a C++ variable storing a selection
condition, and then modify this expression at runtime. Each boolean expression in Ara has its own type.
6.2. Concepts in Rat
A type concept [6] (or for short just a concept) is defined by a set of requirements on a C++ type.We say that a typemodels
a concept, if the type satisfies this concept’s requirements. Thus, a concept defines a subset of the universe of all possible C++
types. The notation C1  C2 (concept C1 refines concept C2) means that every type that models C1 also models C2.
Concepts are useful in the description of the set of types that are legible parameters to a template, or may be returned
by it. However, since the C++ template mechanism is untyped (in the sense that the suitability of a template to a parameter
type is checked at application time), concepts are primarily a documentation aid. (Still, there are advanced techniques
[43,70,55] for realizing concepts in the language in such away that they are checked at compile-time.) A language extension
to support concepts [25] is a candidate for inclusion in the upcoming revision of the ISO C++ standard.
The Rat architecture uses a variety of concepts for representing the different components of a query, including field
names, field lists, conditions etc. Table 4 summarizes the main such concepts. Comparing this table with the language
grammar (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2), we see that concepts (roughly) correspond to non-terminals of the grammar.
The most fundamental concept is F , which represents symbolic field names. The vocabulary concept V represents a set
of fields (such sets are useful for relational algebra projection). The last cell in the first row of the table states that a C++
expression of the form v1,v2 (applying operator , to values v1 and v2) where v1 and v2 belong in F , returns a value in V .
The type of this returned value represents the set of types of v1 and v2. For example, the expression FIRST_N,LAST_N belongs
in V , and it records the set of these two symbols.
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Table 4
The main concepts in the Rat architecture.
Concept name Purpose Sample opera-
tions
F Field Symbolic field name. F,F : V
I Initialization A symbolic field name, along with an
initialization expression, F  I .
I,I : V
F(S) : I
V Vocabulary A set of (possibly initialized) symbolic field
names.
V,I : V
I,V : V
S Scalar An expression evaluating to a scalar, e.g.,
string, boolean, integer, obtained by ap-
plying arithmetical, comparison and SQL-
like functions to fields, literals and vari-
ables, F  S.
S+S : S
S*S : S
cat(S,S) : S
S>=S : S
S || S : S
R Relation An expression in enriched relational alge-
bra evaluating to a relation.
R*R : R
R+R : R
R-R : R
R[V] : R
R/S : R
The notationAB : C whereA,B and C are concepts and  is a C++ operator means that the
library defines a function template overloading the operator , such that the application of 
to values in kindsA andB returns a value of concept C. This notation is naturally extended to
unary operators and to the function call operator.
Types that model F are singletons. In our running example, the value FIRST_N is the unique instance of the type
representing the symbol FIRST_N. The macro invocation DEF_F(FULL_N) (line 6 Fig. 4.1) defines a new type that models F
along with its single value. Henceforth, for brevity’s sake we shall sacrifice accuracy in saying that a value belongs in a
certain concept meaning that this value’s type models this concept. This convention will prove particularly useful when
talking about singleton types. Thus, we say that this macro invocation defines the value FULL_N in concept F .
The concept I represents initialized fields, necessary for representing expressions such as
FULL_N(cat(LAST_N, ", ", FIRST_N)) (1)
(line 13 in Fig. 4.1). A type modeling I has two components: a field name and an abstract representation of the initializing
expression.
Concept S represents scalar expressions used in an initialization expression and in selection, e.g.,
cat(LAST_N, ", ", FIRST_N) is in S. In writing F(S) : I in the table we indicate that expression (1) which applies the over-
loaded function call operator of field FULL_N to cat(LAST_N,", ", FIRST_N) is in I .
Since F  S we have that the function call operator can be used in particular to do relational algebra-renaming, writing,
e.g., EID(ID) (line 14 in this figure).
Another instance of S is the expression (DEPTNUM > 3 && SALARY <= 100000) shown in line 10, which demonstrates that
scalar expressions may involve literals.
Concept R is used for representing relational algebra expressions. The rightmost cell in the last row of the table specifies
the semantics of union, subtraction, cross product, selection, and projection. We can see that Rat enriches the semantics of
relational algebra. For example, vocabulariesmay include initialized fields. The initialization sequence of such fields specifies
the process by which this field is computed from other fields during projection.
6.3. Type safety of selection and projection expressions
Now that the main concepts of the Rat architecture have been enumerated, we turn to describing how these concepts
are used at both compile-time and runtime to realize the integration of relational algebra into C++. The description is as high
level as possible, although some of the technical details do pop out.
6.3.1. Managing scalar expressions
At runtime, a scalar expression is represented as a value of type S_TREE. Type S_TREE is the root of a type hierarchy that
does a standard text book [56, pages 279–290] implementation of an expression tree, with classes such as S_BINARY (for
binary operators), and S_UNARY (for unary operators), to represent internal nodes. Leaves of the tree belong to one of two
classes: (i) S_LIT, which store the value of C++ values participating in the expression, and (ii) S_FIELD representing a name
of one of the fields in the underlying relational algebra.
The representation is untyped in the sense that the actual evaluation of each node in the tree may return any of the
supported types of scalar expressions, including booleans, strings and integers. In contrast to the standard representation
of an expression tree, the nodes of this tree do not have an evaluation function. Instead, the class S_TREE has a pure virtual
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Fig. 6.2 The main component of a type modeling concept S.
1 class S {
2 public:
3 const S_TREE *t; // Expression tree of S
4 typedef ... TYPS; // Compile-time representation of t
5 typedef ... FLDS; // List of fields used in t
6 ...
7 };
function char *asSQL(). This function is implemented in the inheriting classes, to return the SQL representation of the
expression by a recursive traversal of the subtree.
Thus, the evaluation of an S_TREE is carried out by translating it to SQL. This translation is always performed in the
context of translating a relational algebra expression, which contains the scalar expression. At the time of the translation,
S_LIT leaves are printed as SQL literals, while S_FIELD leaves are printed as SQL field names.
Fig. 6.2 shows what a class Smodeling concept S looks like.
As seen in the figure, each such type has a data member named t which stores the actual expression to be evaluated at
runtime.
For the purpose of compile-time type checking of the scalar expression, when using it for projection or selection, each
such type has two compile-time properties, realized by a typedef:
(i) property TYPS is a compile-time representation of the content of t, i.e., TYPS is tree-structured type, with the same
topology as t. However, instead of literal values and addresses of variables, which are difficult to represent in the type
system, this compile-time representation stores just their types.
(ii) property FLDS is a type which represents the list of field names that take part in this scalar expression. Each node in this
list is a type modeling concept F .
A number of function templates (including many that overload the standard operators) are defined in Rat. All these
functions generate types modeling S. Each concrete template function obtained by instantiating these templates computes
the value of data member t in the return value, and generates the typedefs TYPS and FLDS of the type of the result.
More specifically, if S1 and S2 are types that model S, then the return type of
operator +(const &S1, const &S2)
is a type Smodeling S such that (i) the list S::FLDS is the merge of S1::FLDS and S2::FLDS, and (ii) the type tree S::TYPS is
rooted at a node representing an addition (i.e., a union in the relational algebra sense) of two type subtrees S1::TYPS and
S2::TYPS.
The actual value returned by a call operator +(x, y) (where the class of x is S1 and that of y is S2), is such that its t field
is of class S_PLUS and has two subtrees x.t and y.t.
Note that types that model concept S have compile-time properties that describe the expression. Therefore, these types
cannot be reassigned with a different expression.
6.3.2. Managing relational algebra expressions
As already mentioned, types that model concept R have a runtime encoding of the procedure for evaluating the query
and two main compile-time properties: an encoding of the schema of the result of a query, and a list of fields that can be
used in a selection criterion.
When a selection operation on relation r of type Rwith scalar expression s of type S is encountered, S is bound to R. Steps
in this binding include:
(i) A check that all fields in S::FLDS are present in R.
(ii) Binding each field of S to its type in R to analyze the types of S::TYPS.
(iii) Issuing a compilation error, if there is a type mismatch between an operator and its operands or if the result type is
nonboolean.
(iv) Integration of the content of s.t with r. This integration affects only the runtime value of r and therefore reassigning
the new value into the same variable r is possible.
A projection operation is defined on relation r of type R and field list v of type Vmodeling conceptV . There are two kinds of
elements in v: uninitialized fields, each modeling concept F , and initialized fields, each modeling concept I . Rat verifies that
all the uninitialized fields are present in R and all initialized fields are absent of R. Rat also verifies that the initialized fields
can be calculated when bound to R using the same algorithm used in the selection operation. In addition, the compile-time
encoding of the result schema and the symbol table of R are updated, which means that the result of a projection operation
is an object of a new type which cannot be assigned to r.
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6.4. Compiler extensions
Extracting a variable’s type
An incremental generation of query object requires that intermediate objects are stored in variables. It is necessary to
record both the type and the content of these objects. AraRat extracts the type of a query object with the non-standard
typeof pseudo operator. Thus, macro DEF_V in Section 4 creates a new variable var_name, which has the type of exp, and
initializes this variable with the content of exp.
The typeof operator is a pseudo operator, since instead of returning a value, it returns the type of the argument, which
can be used anywhere a type is used. Like sizeof, this operator is evaluated at compile-time. This operator is found in e.g., all
Gnu implementations [19] of the language; its significancewas also recognized by the C++ committee, which is considering a
similarmechanism for querying the type of an expression, namely the decltype operator, as a standard language extension.11
An alternative implementation of the DEF_V macro could rely on another extension that is being considered for
the next revision of C++—the auto keyword for indicating that the compiler should deduce the type of a
variable from its initializer expression. Using this extension, we could rewrite the definition of macro DEF_V as
#define DEF_V(var_name, exp) auto var_name = exp and this definition would have been equivalent to the one described
in Section 4.
With neither typeof nor auto, AraRat can still produce query objects, but in order to store these in variables the user
mustmanually define appropriate types. The compiler still checks that these type definitions are correct and consistentwith
the query objects.
Field ordering
As shall be explained in Section 7, the TUPLE_Tmacro generates a record whose field names and types correspond to the
fields in the result relation of a query object by a recursive template instantiation. In order to generate equivalent types
for equivalent relations, it is essential that this instantiation chain be applied in a predetermined order. To this end, a total
ordering relation is placed on fields. In our implementation, this order is realized by a unique integral value associated with
every field name. The identifier is generated using another C++ application extension, the __COUNTER__macro. This macro is
a compile-time counter, evaluating to an integer and is incremented on each use. It is supported byMicrosoft compiler [49],
and is scheduled to be included in version 4.3 of g++ (pending approval on the GCC steering committee [64].) Using this
macro ensures that each field has a constant identifier and thus every relation has a unique representation.
Without the __COUNTER__macro, AraRatmust resort to using the standard __LINE__macro as an alternative means for
imposing a total order on fields. The limitation placed on the user is that all fields must be defined on different lines in the
same source file.
7. Structural typing in Ararat
7.1. Structural equivalence
Relational algebra puts no significance to fields’ order: Two schemas are equivalent if they consist of the same set of fields,
regardless of the order in which these fields were defined or represented internally. The TUPLE_Tmacro, which generates a
record whose field names and types correspond to the fields of the result relation of a given query object, should reflect this
equivalence relation. Consider again the AraRat statements
TUPLE_T(DIVISION * DEPARTMENT) x;
TUPLE_T(DEPARTMENT * DIVISION) y;
which define variables x and y to be of a record whose field names and types are the union of the field sets of DIVISION and
DEPARTMENT. Macro TUPLE_Tmust make variables x and y assignment compatible, despite the nominal nature of definition of
record types, that is struct and class, in C++. It is not sufficient that the type of variable x is a record with the correct set of
fields and their types; it is required that unlike what is shown in Fig. 2.2, this record definition should obey structural typing
rules.
Recall that each query object has a compile-time representation of the set of fields. The template based macro TUPLE_T
iterates over that set of its parameter, generating an inheritance chain, with one class in this chain for each field. So, if
the fields set contains three fields, an ID of type int, a NAME of type string, and a ZIP code of type int, then the resulting
inheritance chain produced by Rat has four struct types, whose outline is as in Fig. 7.1.
We see in the figure, that type I0 is the basis of the chain, containing no fields, while types I1, I2 and I3 add fields ID,
NAME and ZIP in order. The type I3 at the end of the inheritance chain is a record with all the required fields.
The actual invocation of the TUPLE_T macro indeed generates types similar to I0, I1, I2, and I3 as outlined in Fig. 7.1,
except that these types do not carry names. Instead, the macro makes use of a class template type which inherits from
11 www.open-std.org/jtc1/sc22/wg21/docs/papers/2007/.
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Fig. 7.1 An inheritance chain composing a record of fields.
struct I0 {
// empty
};
struct I1: public I0 {
int ID;
};
struct I2: public I1 {
string NAME;
};
struct I3: public I2 {
int ZIP;
};
Fig. 7.2 An inheritance lattice composing a record of every subset of fields.
struct TOP { };
struct ID: public virtual TOP { int ID; };
struct NAME: public virtual TOP { string name; };
struct ZIP: public virtual TOP { int ZIP; };
struct ID_ZIP: public virtual ID, public virtual ZIP {};
struct ID_NAME: public virtual ID, public virtual NAME {};
struct ZIP_NAME: public virtual ZIP, public virtual NAME {};
struct X: public virtual ID_ZIP, public virtual ID_NAME {};
struct ID_ZIP_NAME: public virtual X, public virtual ZIP_NAME {};
one of its arguments, to generate each of the types in the inheritance chain. Each of the types in this inheritance chain is
an anonymous instantiation of this template. The total order imposed on field types is used to ensure that the fields are
sorted, and that the inheritance chain is always created in the same order. This, together with the observation that template
instantiation is structural, guarantees the correct working of TUPLE_T, and that variables x and y are of the same type.
7.2. Structural subtyping
A natural question to ask at this point is whether one can use template instantiation to emulate not only structural
equivalence, but also structural subtyping. Say that the set of fields in a query object q1 is contained in the set of fields of
query object q2, and that two types T1 and T2 are defined by
typedef TUPLE_T(q1) T1;
typedef TUPLE_T(q2) T2;
Then, the question is whether type T1 can be defined in such a manner that values of type T2 can be assigned to it, while
omitting the spurious fields? A more demanding desire is that type T1 is a super type of T2. The technique used for ensuring
structural equivalence does not achieve any of these ends is as follows: An inheritance chain containing fields ID and NAME
in that order will generate a super type of the type I3 as defined in Fig. 7.1, but, an inheritance chain for (say) the field ID
and ZIPwill not be a super type of I3.
As it turns out, it is possible to generalize the inheritance chain idea to whatmay be called an ‘‘inheritance lattice’’, in such
a way that subtyping is preserved. The way this may be achieved is demonstrated in Fig. 7.2.
In the figure, we see a struct for every subset of the three fields: ID, NAME and ZIP. For example, the type ID_NAME is a
record with two fields ID and NAME. Moreover, every such record inherits, directly or indirectly, from each record containing
a subset of its fields. Thus, ID_ZIP_NAME inherits from all records with two fields, ID_ZIP, ID_NAME and ZIP_NAME, from all
records of one field, ID, NAME, ZIP and from the TOP, the record with no fields.
The generation of record types can be done by the usual techniques of template programming, with, as before, templates
that inherit from their arguments. A recordwith n fields should inherit fromall n record types representing subsetswith n−1
fields. Indirect inheritance may be used to restrict inheritance fan out, and for using only templates with fixed number of
arguments. In the figure, instead of having three immediate parents, type ID_ZIP_NAME inherits from two types, ZIP_NAME
and an intermediate type Xwhich in turn inherits from ID_ZIP and ID_NAME.
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Fig. 7.3 Constructor templates emulating structural subtyping.
1 class VOID { // An auxiliary class, common to all record types, and used by the enable_ifmacro
2 typedef void *POINTER;
3 };
5 class T1: public ... { // A record containing a certain set of fields using an inheritance chain
6 public: // ...
7 template <class T2> // define a constructor template
8 T1(
9 const T2 &from, // real argument
10 typename // dummy argument type
11 enable_if< is_subtype<T2, T1>, VOID>::POINTER dummy = (void *)0
12 )
13 {
14 // constructor body ...
15 }
16 }
17 )
The solution demonstrated in Fig. 7.2 is exponential. If a database uses n fields, then the number of principal types so
generated is 2n. Auxiliary types, such as the type X in Fig. 7.2 even add to this number. The impact on compilation time
should be evident. Should this be a concern, one may resort to a method of approximating structural subtyping by using
conversion operators instead of the explicit inheritance lattice.
This approach, pioneered by the work of Solodkyy, Jarvi and Mlaih [57], is based on overloading of the assignment
operator, or of the type cast operator. This overload is done in such a way that an assignment in the correct direction is
possible between every two types that stand in a structural subtyping relation. The clever observation made by Solodkyy,
Jarvi and Mlaih is that one can use a conditional template expansion, (specifically the enable_if templates [33]) to test first
whether two types stand in a subtyping relation, and only generate the conversion code if this is the case. To do this correctly,
each record T1 type defines a constructor template, which takes a type argument T2, and a constructor argument of type T2.
Now, the participation of instantiation of this constructor template in the overloading resolution tournament is guarded by
an enable_if template, as outlined by Fig. 7.3.
Class VOID, defined in Lines 1–3 in the figure is an auxiliary class, used by all record types. The POINTER typedef definition
within that class is such that VOID::POINTER names the type void *.
Examine now the type T1, defined in Lines 5–17. In this type, there is a constructor template which given a type T2,
generates a constructor that takes an argument of type T2 and creates a T1 object out of it. The enable_if templates is
then used to restrict the generation of this constructor. If the compile-time condition is_subtype<T2, T1> evaluates to the
boolean constant false, enable_if does not generate a valid type; in this case, the second argument to this constructor has
no valid type, and the substitution-failure-is-not-an-error principle [66] prevents the constructor from being generated.
If however, is_subtype<T2, T1> evaluates to true, then dummy, the second argument, receives the type VOID:POINTER, i.e.,
void *, the constructor template is then activated. Note that this second argument receives a default value of 0. Therefore,
the constructor call T1(t2)where t2 is an instance of T2 assigns this value to dummy, and compiles correctly.Moreover, if a C++
function expects an argument of type T1, and the actual argument is of a type T2 which happens to be a structural subtype
of T1, then the compiler will insert the appropriate constructor call. The said functionwill then appear to be polymorphically
applicable to all structural subtypes of T1.
This technique does not carry the exponential price tag. But, it should be remembered that it is only an imitation of
true subtype. It would fail, for example, if subtyping is examined through runtime type information, or if a sequence of
conversions is required.
8. Discussion and further research
The AraRat system demonstrates a seamless integration of the relational algebra formalismwith C++, which can be used
to generate safe SQL queries (using method asSQL()). Also, AraRat makes it possible to generate a record type for storing
query results. The challenges in the implementation were in the restriction on use of external tools, without introducing
cumbersome or long syntax.
The compilation time of the program in Fig. 3.1 is shorter than that of Fig. 6.1. The compilation of the program in Fig. 3.1
took 1.04 s while the program in Fig. 6.1, which uses the Rat library that consists of about 3000 lines of C++ code, compiled
in 1.26 s.12 These time differences do not constitute a main consideration in this sort of applications. But of course, a
comprehensive benchmark is required for comparing the runtime performance of the two alternatives over a wide range
12 On a 2.13 GHz Intel(R), Pentium(R) M processor with 2 GB of RAM.
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Fig. 8.1 A possible Ararat extension supporting dynamic conditions.
1 DEF_DYNAMIC_COND(c, EMPLOYEE, TRUE);
2 if (dept > 0);
3 c &= (DEPTNUM == dept);
4 if (first != null)
5 c &= (FIRST_N == first)
6 ...
of queries. The benchmark should measure both the construction and execution time of queries. We venture to project and
extrapolate from themeasurementswemade that the findingwill be that construction time is negligible, and that generating
queries using template mechanisms does not impose a significant performance penalty.
The current implementation support of dynamic queries is limited to modifications of a query object by applying
selection, union and subtraction to it. It is mundane to add support to dynamically created conditions, allowing to define a
selection condition with code such as shown in Fig. 8.1.
Line 1 in the figure uses the statement DEF_DYNAMIC_COND(c, EMPLOYEE, TRUE); to encode the symbol table of EMPLOYEE
into c. Then, in lines 2–5 the condition is refined.
Also easy in principle is the definition of ‘‘prepared SQL statements’’, by storingmemory addresses of C++ variables instead
of actual content. The actual value of these variables is retrievedwhenever the query is translated to SQL.Moreover, as hinted
in brief in Section 6.4, Rat can easily generate function members for these queries which would allow dynamic changes of
the parameters of a prepared statement.
Conversely, it should be stated that the extent of flexibility in dynamic queries is not as great as with programs not using
AraRat. For example, such programs may be able to generate a query that returns a user-specified subset of the fields of a
given relation, whereas in AraRat, every such subset must be available for at compile-time for inspection by the compiler.
In Section 6 we described non-trivial implementation techniques, by which both compile-time and runtime values are
used for realization of the embedded language. These techniques, and the experience of managing symbol tables, type
systems, and semantical checks with template programming, can be used in principle for introducing many other little
languages to C++. Further research will probably examine the possibility of doing that, and in particular in the context of a
little language for defining XML data. Presumably, the same Ara representation can be used to generate not only SQL, but
also directives for other database systems.
Another prime candidate for a little language to be added thus in C++ is the SQL language itself. Indeed, a user preferring
explicit function names, as in Fig. 4.2(b) and Fig. 4.2(c) will find the resulting code similar to SQL.We contemplate extending
this to support a more SQL-like syntax as done in e.g., LINQ. Still, it should be remembered that, as evident by the LINQ
experience, support of even the select statement can be only partial, mainly because the syntax is too foreign to that of the
host language. This is the reason we believe that the advantage of building upon user’s familiarity with SQL is not as forceful
as it may appear.
On the other hand, it should be clear how to extend Ara to support more features offered by the select statement,
without imposing an SQL syntax. For example, we can easily extend the Ara syntax to support sorting and limits features of
select, by adding e.g., the following rules to Fig. 5.2.
Exp ::= Exp.asort(Field) | Exp.dsort(Field) | Exp.limit(Integer)
The addition of support for group by clause ismore of a challenge, since it requires a type systemwhich allows non-scalar
fields, i.e., fields containing relations.
Ourwork concentrated on selection and queries since these are themost commondatabase operations.Wedemonstrated
how these queries can be generated in a safe manner, and showed how Rat can define a receiver data type. The extension
to support the generation of other statements in the Data Manipulation sub-Language (DML) of SQL does not pose the same
challenges as those of implementing queries.
In a similar manner, this work does not deal with the many different variants of the SQL language. It is well known
that commercial vendors introduce their own (some may say idiosyncratic) dialect in adoption of the SQL standard. Simple
statements will be understood by all such implementations. However, realization of more advanced features, such as nested
queries may be very different in different database implementation. The procedure of translating the content of a query
object into an SQL statement must be cognizant of these differences. This demand can be compared to the requirement that
an implementation of a high-level programming language, specifically a compiler, must be aware of the target language.
Writers of multi-targets compilers address this difficulty by producing object code in intermediate form, which is then
translated to the specific machine code. The same idea applies to AraRat: the internal form of a query object is an arbitrarily
complex expression in relational algebra. The familiar post order traversal of such an expression yields an evaluation
procedure whose elements are simple SQL queries, each of which operates on previously computed intermediate results,
yielding another such result. The final such operation computes the entire query result. This process lends itself to a general
purpose process of translation into an arbitrary SQL implementation. The cost is of course is in that less-sophisticated
database implementation may miss optimization opportunities, when given such a sequence of operations. A specialized
translator may be in place for such implementations.
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Wenote thatAraRat does not take responsibility on the execution of statements, although it is possible to use it to define
the data typeswhich take part in the actual execution.We leave it to future research to integrate the execution of queries and
other DML statements with C++. This research should strive for a smooth integration of the executionwith STL. For example,
an insert statement should be able to receive an STL container of the items to insert. Interesting, challenging and important
in this context is the issue of integration of database error handling, transactions, and locking with the host language.
A fascinating direction is the application of Ara to C++ own data structures instead of external databases. Perhaps the
best integration of databases with C++ is achieved by mapping STL data structures to persistent store.
Finally, note that work on integration of SQL with other languages can be also viewed as part of the generative
programming line of research [7,22,34,36,50]. It is likely that other lessons of this subdiscipline can benefit the community
in its struggle with the problem at hand. For example, it may be possible to employ the work on certifiable program
generation [16] to prove the correctness of Rat.
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